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AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTENIS SATISFYING CERTAIN GENERAL CRITERIONS ON
TIL4NTSIENT BEHAVIOR 1
By AAROX S. BOKSEXBOX AXD RICEARD EIOOD
SU31MARY
.An analytic method forthedesign of a utornat k controls “is
(lt wIoped that ~tarts from certain arbitrary criterions on the
Marior of the controlled sy%tem and gires those ph.y~ically
rwdizable equations thut the control system can follow in order
[() rca[ize this beharior. The criterions used are dewloped in
[/Le~llrm OfC<rhin~ime?hk~d$.
G{nera[e.jdt,yare s,kgn jor syg~ems of second order and of
auy numb~r of degree+ of freedom. Detailed examples for
wwral cases in the control of a turbojet engine are presented.
*
INTRODUCTION
1x1 the past several years, there has been increasing deyelop-
mf’nt and interest in automatic control; in the fields of gun
(Iirection, guided-missile controI, and controI of gas-turbine
f~ngmes, for instance, where very refined and accurate
{’(~ntrolle(i behavior is required, need still exists for further
(IeveIopment of the methods of controls analysis and ~esign.
‘ Recent developments in this fieIcl have been concerned
(’hiefly ~~ith the problem of control analysis both in the
realm of linear systems [reference I) and in the realm of
nonlinear systems (reference 2). These analytical works
tillswer questions concerning the behavior of a given system
or the effect. on its behavior of changing certain constants
in the system.
.inother problem of equal and, in some cases, greater
importance is that of control synthesk. Work on tkis prob-
l{Im seeks to find the method of tlesign when certain cri-
tt:rions concerning the behavior of a contr@ed system are
given. The method decided upon should give all aspects
of the system; for instance, where the system should be
linear, what the generaI configuration should be, and what
the precise -ralues of all the constants shoukl be.
This synthesis problem has hmdly been broached in liter-
~itm-e. The use of analysis as a design procedure offecs a
imrtial solution to this prob~em in that the analysis of a
large number of cases may reveal, coincidentIy, one that
satisfies the desired criteriom of controlled behavior. Such
a metho(i is, at. best} long and tedious and almost aIways
would result in compromises because the systems chosen to
be analyzed w-odd probably be such that they could never
satisfy all the desired criterions.
A method for designing a linear system to satisfy certain
speciaI criterions when operating on a random input is
cleveloptvl in reference 3. This method is applicable as an
addition to a controI system whenever ra.nc]om external
disturbances are invo~-red. A partiaI solution to the syn-
thesis problem is developed in reference 4 in satisfying the
criterions of noninteraction for systems with many dea~ees
of freedom.
An analysis made at the S’ACA Lewis laboratory during
the latter part of 1950 and presented herein _.dm-eIops a
rationaI method of control s.yntl-wsis that starts from any
arbitrary but physically realizable criterions and results in
the equations for the best system thtit satisfies these cri-
terions. As is shown, the nature of the criterions, in general,
requires minimizing certain time integrals by using the
calcuIus of variations and the methods .ckveloped are an
application of the CEJCUII.ISof variations to the problem of
controI synthesis.
A careful scrutiny is first made of the }vhole problem, fol-
lowed by a development of generaI results. These general
results are then applied in ~~amples to the design of turbojet-
en.tie control s~stems. In general, the methods used vary
according to the order of the difTerentiaI equation describing
the pIant, the process, or the system being controlled and
according to the number of degrees of freedom or independent
va.riabIes. Detailed analyses are presented for application
to a system of firsi order and of one degree of freedom.
General results for systems of second order and any number
of deb~ees of freedom are de-i-eloped in the appendix.
SY}IBOLS
The following symbols are used in tLis report:
u,b, c gas-turbine-engine characteristic constants –
c constant
E function of A
F, H functions of y and j
lF(G) indicates F[y(t,), J(fl )]
F,(Y, j) indicates partia.I differentiation with respect
to y
f?fo arbitrary function
fl,f2, . . . weighting functions used for gas-turbine con-
trol criterions
G, G,, (72 functions of y
9 function used for gas-turbine-engine surge
criterion
-—
Wuperwies NAC.4 TN- 2378, “.Automatic (3ntmI Systems Satisfying Certain GPneral Criterions on Tramient Behavior” b y Aaron S. Boksenbom and R iclwd Hood, 1951.
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Subscripts:
O
.f
.s
Superscripts:
*
function used for gas-twbirm-engine blow-
out criterion
contlroIIer gain
temperature limits for gas-turbine engine
deviations of gas-turbine-engine speed, corn-
presser-diduwge pressure, characteristic
temperature, and fueI flow, respectively,
from values at some common equilibrium
condition
actual engine acceleration
exponent
time
time at end of transient
variation in time at end of transient,
independent variables, functions of time
smnll number
arbit rar.v constants
gas-turbine-engine time constants for re-
sponse to temperature
transient time constant of controlled system
initial condition of variaMe
final wdue of variable
settiug or desired wdue of variable
indicates case differenL from optimum
‘1’l~edot indicates differentiation with respect to time.
The prime, indicates ditl’erentiatiou with respect to {l~eargu-
ment shown.
ANALYSIS,
SURVEY OF PROBLEM
Control problem, —An imports nt aspect of the cont.rol-
synthesis problem is a clear definition of the criterions of
desired contro~ed behavior, If a variable y is to be con-
troIlccl, a reasonable wit erion is tha L the time integrai of
some function of y is to be a minimum or a constmlt; that is,
r
t,
f(y)dt=constant or minimum (1)
.0
01’
f ~’(y–yJ’dt=constant or minimum (2).0
Equation (2), for instance, weights the error in y as the square
and according to the time duration of that error. Another
type of critelion may be that which requires a certain time
duration to be a minimum or a constant; that is,’ .
r
t~
it= constant or minimum (3)
.0
~ T}l[+ use of a single criterion, such as equation (I), VW
‘usually yieId ~(y) =constant. This result is reasonable be-
vause -f(y) can usuaIly be made identicidly a constant if no
additional criterions are imposed on other variables in the
system. Certain limiting conditions usually exist on other
varia bIw in the syst cm and these coflclitions must. be incluflwi
in the original criterions.
Thus, a possible criterion couId be ~vritte~
,,
s~’1 j(z) dt=constanL J
If, for instance, y= engine speed and z= characteristic tcm:
perature of a gas-turbine engine, the criterion of equation
(4) states. tba,t it is clesired to design a controI system such
that, for a particular va]ue of a temperature intt!gral, Lbu il~-
tegral of the speed-error squared is a minimum. This cri-
terion may be used if, for instakce, it is kno~rn that w ovPr-
temper~ture condition can be tokmtcd for a certain period
of time and it is desired to keep the average speed error it.
&minimum during a transient,
The genertil theory w-ill sho~v that as many criterions as
desked of the type shown in equations (I) to (4) can be in-
cludecl together and a control systwl can be derived tltat
automatically sat isfies d} these criterions simultaneously.
Another aspect of the coutrol cri#krions is the end con-
ditions of Lhe iutegrals of equations (1) to (4). The time in-
tervaI for which tkwi integrals are to be z minimum or a
constwt IIIUSt be chosen. A reasonable time inkrval is any
duration during vrhicb essential external disLurhmccs arc
constant and during which the system to be controlled mows
from one. esscut id level of operation to another. The essen-
tial external disturbances are those that, cannot be imme-
diately corrected by the control system. If an csscntid
external distmrbancc were allowed within the time interval
of the criterions, no physically realizable system could be
expected to anticipate this disturbrmcc so as to behave prop-
erly before t.tis disturbance occurs. An essential lwcl of
operation is any specific condition of ordy three variabI~’s
thai must, be continuous, It ]vill be shown that the essentiaI
level of op(’ration appears as a natural bcoundary condition
for the type of criterion used. In the case of a Lurl)ojet.
engine the transient bck~ior of which can he. described by
a first-order differential equation, the engine speed deter-
mines the level of operation. If a lag exists in the fuel
system or_behvet’n temperature and engine spe~’d, then lwtlt
engine speed and acceleration are required to describe the
essential operating level of the engine.
Analytic problem, —The control system resulting from any
design method must be physically realizable. There are
two aspects to this problem. First, it is possible to set do~vn
criterions that are noi realizable with any system or are
incompatible with each other. If such criterions are usccl,
the unrealizability vriII appear eit.1][’r as a requirement on
tho control to look ahead into the future or as an inahilit y
to satisfy the boundary conditions of some differential equa-
tion. In most cases, a. clear undcrstanfiing of tI~e critt’rions
used and of the systc~m to be controlled will indicate ilwom-
patifii}it$ies of this sort.
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‘Phe swoml aspect of physical realizability is purely mathem-
atical. It is desired to derive a clescription (a differential
equation) of the control or the controlled system that satis-
fies the criterions of control and dI the necessary boundary
ccmflitions that arise in the derivation of this equation.
Although the mathematical solution of the probIem may be
tiny derivative or integral of this differential equation, the
physical solution of the problem requires the differential
tyuation that itself satisfies the boun{]ary conditions and for
~vhich w un(letermine(l constants of integration exist. Thus,
such forms as
are not necessarily interchtingeabIe as descriptions of some
part of a controlkd system because the forms differ by an
Imdetermined constant of integration. For stable linear
systems, the effect. of this constant becomes wmisbingly
small; for the general nonlinear systems prese~ted herein,
however, this constant must be considered.
Stability probkm.-The requirement of stability is a
special criterion that does not enter into the main body of
the methods of this report. It ma~- enter in the final steps of
the method w-here the find differential equation describing
the controlled system may be the integral of a higher-order
ilifferent ial equation that satisfies the necessary boundary
ron(lition for stability. In addition, it is ahvays necessary
to MM to tile controlled s~’stem a stability device that does
not, afiect the IMavior of the system as far as satisfying the
other criterions is concerned. This device can be described
8s fouows:
~=0 w-hen y=y. (6)
or, for a second-order system,
ij=O when y=y, and gl=O (7)
GENERAL TREORY z+XD RESLXTS
It has bee~ shown that the criterions for control can be
de~’elope( I in the following forms:
f
, ,If’(y–y,)zdf
I
-’t,I
}
.?,(z) dt
~ o
f
“ dt
..U I
(s)
and so forth. If, for such a list of criterions,. one of the
integrals is to be a minimum under the condition that the
other integrals are to be constant, it is sufficient (reference 5)
to malie
or
s
,t’ U(y)+k, (y– YJ’+-M~ (z) +M dt=minirnum (10)
The A’Sare arbitrary constants that enter into the controI
suystem as the a;?justable parameters and are preciseIy de-
termined b~- the choice of values that the constant integrals
are to have.
The teckique of the k muIti~liers is w-ideIy used for proh-
Iems of this type where one conditio~ is to be a minimum
under other rest,ricti~e conclitions. Indeed, the conditions
need not be in integral form and any functional or differential
relation among -rariabIes can be hamfle{l in a simikr manner
(reference 6).
Equation (10) can be made very general when all possibk
restrictive conditions are incIuded. In the final equations,
-which are deri~ed later, if any one criterion is not to be used,
then the corresponding k+O. If any of the criterions is to
he zero (as for the case of a variable having an absolute limitJ_
then the corresponding k-+ ~.
If, for this de-reIopment, the system to be controlled is of
firs~ order and of one degree of freedom (has one independent
variable), then the variables y and z are such that z=z(y, j).
Equation (10) can then be ~vrit ten, in general, as
I“~’I’(y, j) dt=minimum.0
In equation (11), F is a continuous function of y arid ~, and
y is a continuous functio~ of time.
The caIcuIus of variations (rkference 5) is used to determine
y as a function of time sllch that the integral of equation (11)
is a minimum; that is, if the soIid curve of figure 1 makes
the integral a minimum, any other cum-e (such as the dashed
one) will make the integral equal to or grezter than the first
v
o t t,
FIGUEE l.—IIItMracion of curves for minimization of
f
~l. .
F[y,y> dt.
o
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i ntegml. If the. ti~’o curves are s-cry close, the condition
tluit the t\vo integrals are equtd wiII make the integral of
equation (11 ) stationary (maximum} minimum, or inflection
point).
Tile problem is similar to that, of finding the maximum or
minimum point on a curve by setting tbe first. deri~-ative
equal to zero. JVhether a maximum or minimum point
exists is decided 1~~-the second derivative at that point,. In
tIIe variational problem, proving a true minimum involves
taking tbe “second variation. ” As in the problem of finding
a minimum on a. curve, the second ~ariation proves, at most,
a local minimum and not an absoIute minimum. For the
specific examples discussed herein, an absolute minimum is
p~oved by another method. k many cases, the physical
mea ning of the equations will indicate. the existence of a
unique minimum that obviates going further than the
“first variation.”
On figure 1, tbe curve for minimizing the integral of equa-
t ion (11) is the soIid curve having the value y(t) at. any time.
AIIJ’ other curve differing from it by a small amount is shown
as the dashed curve having the value y(t)+ ~ tiy(t) at any
time, ~vhere e is a small number and ~y(t) is an arbitrary c.on-
t inunus function of time. The condition for the integral of
equation (11 ) to be stationary is
d
~vhvre— [dy(t)]= dj (t) (reference 5). The time duration for tbcdt
integral of equation (12) is such as to start at some definite
time (f= O) but not to end at a definite time but rather
along some curve y=j(t) (fig. I), in order to allow the proper
boundmry conditions of moving from one essential Ievel of
operation to another, as previously discussed.
I’erforming the operation indicated by equation (12) leads
to
r r
“ Fu&y dt+ “ FiMj dt+F(tJ Ml= O (13)
,0 ,0
Il~tegrating the second term of equation (13) by parts gives
Because &y is an arbitrary function, the iutegra} and the
l}ot[tlclnr~~-conditio~~ terms must, vanish separately. The
geometry at the end condition (t=tl! fig. 1) gives
Zi,y(t,)=Lf’@,)-~(Q]Ml (15)
as e-m. The t\Yo conditions tha,t follow from equztion (14)
then become
H“ Fu–$ (Fj)] ?@ dt=O,0 (16)
and
M,{ F(Q+Fj(t J [.f’(tl)-i(tL)l ] –Fy(o) m(o)= o (1 7)
The time intervtil during which
(11) is to hold is considered as that
the criterion of equation
(luring which the syskn
moves from one essential operating Ievel to another; in tl~is
case, from one definite va.Iue of y to another definite tralue
of y. Thus,
13’y(o)=o
ancl
1
(18)
f’(t,)=o
Equation (16) is satisfied only if the integrand is zero, and,
because iitl# O, Lhe t}vo conditions of equations (16) and
(17) become
and
~(t,) =Fff (Q ~(t,)
Equation (19a) need not hold ak t=tl
(192)
(19b)
because W(O)=0.
Tie onl~ condition that need hoId at t=O is that. ~j (0) is
finite, which wiII be true if y is continuous at. t=O. At
the start of a ne;v transient, ~, F, Fu, and Fj ma,y be (Dis-
continuous, whereas at other points (O<tS tl) Fj ~sill be
continuous because of equation (19a).
Equation (19a) is the differential equation for [Ile. y(t) --
that satisfies tbe ‘original criterion of equation (I I). The
physical answer to the problem is the first integral of equ8-
tion (19a), which satisfies the boundary-condition equation
(19b). This soIution is
and whenever y,
F(y, j)=jFj(y, j) (20)
Fj, and so forth are continuous,
(21)
?JJ’differentiating equation (20) with respect to time. ‘1’bus,
,tit.her j = O (which is true only during stability) or equat ion
(19a) is satisfied.
ThLE, equation (2o) is the description of that physictdiy
realizable system the behavior of which will automaticdy
and simultaneously satisfy those criterions included in the
function F during that time interval for w1]Ic1l the wternal
disturbances are constant and during which the system goes
from one operating lerel to any other operating level. .4
stability device must be added to the system; tbe tiescription
of such an ideal device @
j=O when y=y, (22)
An additional condition must, be meL if j is discontinuous
in the interval O<t<tl. ln this case, Fi must be continuous
during the discontinuity in ~; Fi, however} will usually be
discontinuous w-hen ~ is discontinuous. This discontinuity
in Fti usually means that some essential external disturbance
has entered the system and the point of discontinuity must
be the start of a new time interval.
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APPL1CATIOX TO TLIRBOJET. ENGINE CONTROLS
In the usual ease of designing turbojet-enbtie controls,
the engine speed that sets the essential opemt ing level of
tk engine and, in the main, other pertinent characterktics
such as thrust, is to be set or controlled: Limiting conditions
t~f the engine are those of. overspeed, overtemperature,
wmpressor surge, and rich burner blow-out. The following
rrit erions on the beha~-ior of this engine me typical:
I
*L’
f, (iY–lY*) dt for speed control }
,0
-t~
I. “ -f, (’V)dt for speed o-rershoot,
-t~I~()fs(~)df for temperature owrs+ootand undershoot
f
. (23)[,
.f, [P–: (-’’-)]dt for compressor surge
<t]
I
““f, [P–h (N]] dt for blow-out
, [1
f “i/t
for rise time
. 1)
~igures ~(a) to 2(e) shorn the nature of the functions appear-
ing in expressions C23). The variable in-i-oIred is essentialI~-
}reighted by the function shown and iqtegmted with respect
to time. The quantity P–g(N) is the amount, the
compressor-discharge pressure exceeds the safe pressure for
sllrge a,nd g (N) (shoR-11 in fig. 2!(f)) k the Compressor-diSdlarge
pressure for each engine speed at a safe value beIovr surge.
Rich burner blow--out can be handled in a similar manner
(h(ilq is sho~m in fig. 2(g)). ‘The rise time is the totaI time
for the system to move from one essential operating level
(0 tl~e other.
The linearize(~ engine characteristics can be expressed, by
~~~sllnlingfirst-order behavior, as folIows:
T=a:V+av~T (24a)
P=i5:Y+cT (24b)
‘bilus, the integrals of expressions (23) are of the form
f
. ;’f(N,ii] dt (25)
~vhere .f is a cent inuous function of 4V and i~, and AT (barring
impukire temperatlmes and the like) is a continuous function
of time.
Speed control; case A.—If only the error m sptwd controI
is ~on~idered important, the criterion becomes
s
t~
.f@T-ArJ dt= minimum (26)
o
where 3’=jl (N-N,). Equation (20) becomes
1
f, (N–N.) =0
aml fro-m the nature off, (fig. 2(a)), (~y)
iv= N,
lull’
N-N, Nvu N(:) (b)
&[?’}
ti
LI L, T
(c)
P-g[x)
(9)
4**
P-h(N) N N
(e) * (f) (L?)
(a} Speed eonmol.
(b) Speed orershmt.
(c) Temperature o~ershuut and undersbmt.
(d) Compressor surge.
(e) BIowmut.
(f) COmpre>Wr Line below surge.
(g) COmpresW line below blow+mt.
FIG !-BE 2.–.lrbitrary weight @g functions for various rontroI criterions ond p?mineni engine
characwrfirks fnvoIved.
This result means that, in the absence of other criterions on
the eugine behavior, this speed control should keep speed
error icIenticaI1y zero, which is physically realizable only in
the sense of aHowing intlnite temperatures and the IiIce to --
keep the spee(l error identically zero. This result, however,
is inconsistent with the previous cievelopment of equation
(2o) in that ~Vis now a chsccmtinuous function of time and the
time interval of the integral of equation (26) is zero. This
tistance is actuall~- a trivial case of the general problem.
The result (equations (27)) does indicate that a criterion like
that of equation (26) must be accompanied by an additional
criterion (temperature overshoot, for im%tance) to giwe” a
physicall~- realizable system.
Speed control with temperature-limiting criterions; case
B. —If the error in speed control and the overshoots and
undershoots in temperature me to be com%idered the primary
criterions of control, then from equations (10) and (11),
J~[ L~,(lV–A’J -!- kf@)] dt=minimurn (28) “
where F=J (N-NJ+ Aj~(T). Equation (20) then becomes
/, (iv-– A’.)+ kf,(T) = MCA--(T) (29)
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and the ideal stability device is such thtiL
Equations (29) and (30) describe the complete control sys-
tem.
In figure 2(c), it is convenient to let j~(l’) = (T–Lz)’ for
T>L, anti j,(l’) = (T’-L1)n for T<L,. In generaI, the
power n should be > I, because, when n <1, Z’may be infinite
and of such nature as to ma.lie N discontinuous and pl~ysieally
unreal even though
f
, ,“ j3(T)dt is finite. In the examp]es+of
this report, n =2 and fl (lV–JV,) = (JV—iV,)2.
.A variety of methods of setting up the control system to
rea]ize equation (29) exists. When the preceding expressions
fo~ f, and j3 are used, equation (29) can be put in the con-
venient form
where, for acceleration, when Ar<hr,, I
and, for deceleration, when AT>N,,
,~1<0 and L=L1 J
-#fd!-hL ‘aN a cfNl)’
t--l J+
a d#e
(31)
K-+cn [nqme
N
WhenN r N.,~> O and L ‘Lz
When N> N,, ff<Oood L=L,
FICIIR E 3,—Schem&tie diagram of mntroI for turbojet engine for eese of speed controI with
temperature-limiting criterions (case B). Stability device must be added to this system.
F.
A schematic diagram of the system is show~ in *figure 3,
where equation (31) is considered to give a desired N for any
value of N, N,, and L. Consistent, with equation (3 i ), a
right,-triangIe construction is used to give a desired N. The
actual ~e can be made very close to i$ by using a high-gain
proportional controIIer, as shown. Provision must be made
to change the sign of iv and the value of L when AT-—N,
changes sign, In addit.i~n, the stability condition requires
a provision for making N=() whenever speed error is very
small or zero.
The use of a high-gain proportional controller, which foI-
10WS from the requirement that N may be discontinuous,
means that the fuel-flow rate required may be infinite if lags
exist in the fuel system or in the feedbacks. But, a.s no
criterion has been set on fuel-flow- rate, this requirement does
not violate the originaI criterions. If necessary, however, a
criterion on fuel-flow rate may then be added to equation
(28). Eveu though a criterion on temperature is being satis-
fietl, no direct measurement of temperature is used in figure 3.
Act,uMy, the equation for tempera tllre (equatiorl (24a)) is
used as an indirect indication of temperature,
The control system of figure 3 hw one adj ustaMe param-
eter k. For tLnY value of k, this system will, for the value
of intsgral temperature-overshoot squimecl obt aincd, give the
minimum value of integral speed-error squared. The value
of k determines the actuaI value of the integral temperature-
overshoot squared.
The integral tel~ll)er+]ture-o]rerslloo L squared as a func-
tion of A is shown in figure 4 for the spwifil case where
uN*=L; t,llat is, acceleration or deceleration LO the speed
that, corresponds to limiting temperature. Tn this case, tl~e
system of figure 3 becomes a simple first-or(ler lag system
and equation (31) becomes
E(L–aA~=a.hT (32)
where
‘=(’+av”
FIGURE 4.—Various control parameters es functions of E for speed etmtrul,witb temperature;.
limiting criterions (esse B) when aecelemting tc Iimitfng tern pcraturv.
In figure 4, the integral speed-error squared, the maximum
temperature, and the time constant for this transient are
ako shown as functions of “k The curve shokving the nlini-
mum rise time for the corresponding tempertiture in tegra]
is included for a comparison that will be discussed later.
The equations for the curves of figure 4 arc
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The left sides of these eauations have been P1l’
(33)
in rlimension-
lw form. The m~.xim’k temperature T&, occurs at the
1+nning of the t ra.nsient. The time constant r is that for
the controlled s~-stem and is shown compared with the e@ne-
time constant r.
From figure 4, the value of x is chosen. as a compromise
het}reen the various quantities of equations (33). For -E= I
(A= ~), the temperature does not overshoot, the speed
integral is 0.5, and r=u. As E increases (k decreasing),
the temperature integral and the maximum temperature
&
\,
F h; FRE s.—Pha.w p!ane showing dyinmics of conmolIed s~tem for qxfd control with
temperature-limiting criterions (as B) where a%=l.
increase, -whereas the speed integral and the time constant
decrease. A. value of E=?? (or a’k= 1) appears to be a good
compromise and is used for the subsecluent discussion.
The behavior of the system of figure 3 can be best seen by
drawing the trajectories in the phase plane shown’ in figure.
5 m-here ar~ is pIottecl against aN for lines of constant
aAT, according to equation (31”). Lines of com~t%nt temper-
ature are 45” pmallel lines in this plot aml the lines of T=_L
are shown. Each trajectory intersects, and is tangent to,
the line T= L d i!r=i~r.. Figure 5 completely descrnbes the
transient behavior of the system. For any starting point
an-j--where on the plane (for instance, point A.), the system
will automa.tica~l- moTe tie operatiI~g point to tha-t tra-
jectory corresponding to the A’, that exists (point B) and
the~ along this trajectory to the point T=L (IV=.?’,, point
C), and finally the stability condition wfiI enter to move. tbe
operating point along the solid -ierticti.l line to N= O (point
D).
The time sense for these transients is obtained by SOIVh __
the clitTerentiaI equation (equation (31)) for the speed and
the temperature time responses. The equations for these
soIutio~s are as follow-s:
}
(34)
()E,~.m-l Cosh E >(? +(1–E? J
T N
1 ‘x, ,T:mperuiure
i =.=
L
___
I T“
d. N*
1
FIG rEE 6.—Ty’picaI Wamient of controlled system for speed control with temperature-
Limiting mireriom. (CW B) where E=\&
These transients are shown in the general case in figure 6 for
a step ticrease in K*. 31aximum temperature occurs at
t.= O and the temperature overshoot decremes as .%Tincreases,
and -when AT=N,, T=L and T=o. The st.abiiity condition
then causes T to drop to its equiEbrium value at this point.
The time scale shown in figure 6 corresponds to the speci6c
rektive values of the ordinates showm.
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Minimum rise time and temperature-limiting criterions;
case C,—In order to obttiin a minimum rise time for a con-
stant temperttt.ure integrftl, the requirement is that,
(35)
where F= 1+~f3(Z’). Equation (20) becomes
1+$;,(T) =kMfvf((T) (36)
WI(1the ideal stability device is such that
N=o when Jv=Ng (37)
w-here N$ is the desired stuble N. Equations (36) and (37)
describe the complete control system. Equation (36), and
therefore the control system proper, does not incIude N, and,
in this case, the stability device is independent, of the control
system proper.
W’hen the same j3(Tj is used as was used in the previous
case! equation (36) cm. be put in the convenient form
where, for acceleration, when A7<AT$, I
?ir>o and L=- L3 ) (38)
and, for deccleratiou, when N>iV,,
~1<0 and L=L1 J
/4
a cfNe
L I
~’ \
~4& “ ‘adk WfL-aN + K-CO Fnqine‘Y N1- When N<N~, ~>0 and L =LxN-NC.— When A5Ns, k<O and L=L14X
Fl,/l RE 7.—Schematic diagram of control for turbojet engine for minimu~a rise time with
temperature-limiting criterions (case C). Stability device must be added to this sytem.
.i schematic diagram of this system satisfying ecJuation-
(38) is sho~vn in figure 7. This control system is the same as
1
tile previous system (fig. 3) except that. in figure 7, ~
N-N,
>A
replaces — on one leg of the right-triangle construction
J
and the stability con(lition must be imposed outside the
control system, as AT~does not enter into the criterion of
controI (equation (35)).
Tl~e system of fi~ure 7 hts one adjustable parameter k,
~vhich, as before, sets the precise values of the int~y@Is
entering into the criterion (equation (35)), as well as all other
behavior chtiracteristies.
The temperature integral is shown in figure 8 as a function
of A for the speciaI case tvhere aNS=L; t,hmt is} for accelera-
FIGURE 8.—Various control parameters as funct ion of A for minimum rise t.imb with tom lwra-
tuce-limiting criterions (case C) when accelerating to limiting tcmpomture,
tion or Deceleration to the speed that, corresponds to limiting
temperature. h addition, the rise time, the n:aximun]
temperature, and the integral speecl-error squared me shown
for this transient, A curve showing the minimum spcml
integral for the corresporkding temperat urc integral (from ctlsr
B) is also shown and will be discussed latvr. The equations
(39)
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ternpcrtiture and ~’i (_L-a.lTO) is the pertinent dknensionless
~};irtlmeter. l?or a fixed X, the initial speed ~?VOd! therefore
vlIaIge tk time integrals and an increased L—aNO will
(Iecrease the temperature integral arid the maximum ternpera-
ttlre anti increase the rise thne and the speed integral.
ad
I
— alv
FIGURE 9.–PhEMe plane showing dynamks of mntnikd system for minimum rise time with
.—
&m pwaturp-limiting criterims (cass C) where 1’L (L–~~7e) = \’8.
The (lynafnic behat-ior of the system of figure 7 is show-n ig
the phase pIane in figure 9. This figure is a plot of acrN
ixgainst aIIT,according to equation (38), for various -ralues of
L Unes of constant. tw~peratures are 4.5° paraIlel lines and
the lines T=L are shown. For any fixed X, only two trajec-
tories are followed, one for accelerating and one for decelerat-
in~. From any starting point on the plane, the system will
automatically mm-e to that trajectory corresponding to ac-
celeration or deceleration and -will move along this trajectory
until the stability condition enters (at N=ATJ to make .L$=O.
The dependence of the time integrals on NO may require X
tO vary Witb i\T*. In figure 9, .%70’scorrespt]nding to each k
are shown such as to keep A(L—a-lYO)2=8. The w-due of
this parameter -was”so taken as to have the temperature
integral in this case equal to that of the pre ious case for
purposes of comparison.
“1’hetime sense for these transients is obttiine(l
the differentin} equation (38) for the .LIT-t ami
sients. The equations for these solutions are
( qt>;~(ailT.—L) =sinh – +PG
J
J~ (Z’-L)=e &c} i
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These transients are shown for the general case in
for a step increase in N,. The temperatui-e will
by solving: _
T–t tran-
(40)
figure 10
jump to
some ~alue above ~, but in this case, unlike the previous one,
the temperature continues .to increase as the speed increases.
~laximmn temperature occurs at the end of the transient.
Whenever N=iV$ (two such conditions are shown), the
stability condition takes over and T is reduced to its equi-
librium> vaIue. The time scale show-n on figure 10 eorre- -_
spends to the spwtic relative values of the ordinates as show-n.
FIGCEE 10.—Typi&4 transients for contmlfed system for minimum riswtime with wmperat ure-
Iimit kg criwrions (case C).
Comparison of cases B and C.—In czse B, a system w-as
1de~ised that, for a constant value of the integral knperature-overshoot squared, gives a minimum integral speed-error
squared. In case ‘C; a system was clerked ‘that, ~or a con-
Wmt temperature integraI, gi~es a minimum rise time. For
case B, the rise time is not a minimum but. can be compared
with the minimum rise time of ,case C. For the special
transient of accelerating to T=L, the s~-stem of case B
reduced to a fist-order system, the time constant, of which
is shown in figure 4. Because five time constants are con-
sidered as the rise time of an exponential, the time constant.
of case B should be compared with one-fifth the minimum
rise time of case C. In figure 4, for corresponding values of
the tempe~ature integral, one-fifth the minimum rise time
from case C is pIotted. Figure 4. now- shoks that the rise
time for case B is about, twice the minimum possibIe rise time.
At corresponding values of the temperature integral,
r
“~’(~l’–l}~f)’ dt for case C can be compared with the minimum
~ossible value of this quantity ftim case B. The minimum
vaIue of
s
“ (lV–:l’f)> df is pIotted in figure S. It is seen
o
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J
t~
tha~, for the same tempemture integral, (lV– Nf)’ dt when
minimum rise time is obtained is about” 120 percent of the
minimum possiMe value of
f
“ (lV-ATf)’ dt.
.0
Proof of e,bsolute minimum. —-As previously noted, the
minimization of equation (11) involves not only the condition
that the first variation be stat~onw-y, which leads to equation
(20), but ako the condition that the second variation be
positive. This second condition, however, would prove at
most, a lord minimum for the condition of equation (11).
A special proof of an absolute minimum is shown as follows:
If equa,tio~~”(11) is writku in the form
J
of
F(Y, ~) Q#=minimurn
k’o
(41)
and j is considered as a function of y for the minimum con-
dition and ~* is considered as a function of y for any other
lmssible case, then the condition for a.n absolute minimum is
that
J
U.f dy
F(y, ?j*)7p–
s
dy
%y,j)-&o (42)
&’u Fo
or
f“p’(y, j“)–$F(y, ?@@ o (43)
~ 10
u-here dy/j * is a positive ditl’erential. If the function F is
considered in a general form, quadratic in ~, as
f’(v, i) = WV)+iG (Y)+ti2@Z(?/) “ (44)
then equation (43) becomes
K“*-’’*G*(y(?l$~i$~i’45’
The equation of the control system (equation (2o)) becomes,
for the form of F assumed in equation (44),
~2G2(@= G(y) (46)
using this expression for G(y) changes equation (45) to the
form
s
. ,dy
‘f G,(y) (lj*-y) ~>o (47)
Jo
I?or cases B and C, G,= kz2a2where AZ O. Thus an absolute
minimum is proved for these two cases.
Degree of minimum; case B,–The left side of equation (47)
can be used as a measure of the deviation from optimum
conditions when the methods of this report are not used. If
the two cases (JVfor the optirhum case and ~7* for any other
case) are compared at the same vaIue of the temperature
integraI, the left side of equation (47) is the difference bet.w-een
the integral speed-error squared for any case and the mini-
mum possibIe value of this quantity. The ratio of Lhis
deviation to the minimum value becomes
I?ractrional increase
EwW%)’$- (4@in speed integraI=—
for the transient of acceleration or deceleration to limiting
temperature. The coefficient of the integral of equation (48)
for the value of k previously chosen (a2k= 1) is 2JZ.
Case B can also be considered as giving a minimum value
of the temperature integral for any definite vaIue of [Ile speed
integral. If ‘tvo cases (XTfor the optimum and iiT* for any
other case) are compared at the same value of the speed
integral, the left side of equation (45) is proportional to the
difference between the iutegral ternperafure-oversh ool
squared for any ease and the minimum pmsib~e value of this
quantity. This deviation can be written
Fractional increase in
2E SU’(EJ2:$ “’)temperature integral=(E- l)Z v,
for the transient of acceleration or deceleration to limiting
temperature. The coefficient of the integral of equation
(49) for the value of k.previously chosen (a’k= 1) is 16.4.
Degree of minimum; case C,—If Lhe LWOctises LVand X*
are compared at the same value of the temperature integral,
the left side of equation (47) is the difference between the
rise time for any case and its minimum pnssihk value. This
deviation can be written
Fractional increase= k(l –a~O)2
in rise time
J~f(?&Xy!$
sinh ‘llZ W —CNO) U=
(50)
for the transient of acceleration or deceleration to .Iimi(ing
temperature. The coefficient of the integral of equat ion (50)
for the vaIue of ~/X(–i5-a.A~O)=2JZ previously chosen is 4.54.
Case C can aIso be considered as giving a minimum wdue
of the temperature integd for any definite value of rise time.
If the two cases R and IV* are now comp.arcd at the same
vaIue of rise time, the left side of equation (47) is proportional
to the difference betiveen the integral temperature-overskoL
squared for any case and the minimum possible value of this
quantity. This deyiation can be w-rit.ten
Fractional increase in ‘6(L-UWX%W’
temperature integral = IWL —aNo)2 + 1 —JqL-aNo)
(51)
for the transient of acceleration or deceleration LOlimiting
temperature. The coefficient of the integral of equat ion (5 I )
is 16.4 for the value of ~K(~— uNo) previously chosen.
GENERAL SUIYIMARY
When the criterions on the behavior of a controlle(I system
can b“eexpressed in certain general forms, as
.iUTOM.~TIC CONTROL SYSTEMS S.iTISFYIA-G CERTAIN
t
-t~I (y —7JJ*dt,, 0
f
, ,)(z)dt
}
~vliere the time interwd is taken as any duration during which
esse~tia.1 external disturbances are constant, and during which
the system moves from one essential operating point to
another. the optimum control can be considered as one that
minimizes one of the integrals of equations (8) while main-
taining the other integraIs at prescribed values. The
amdytica] probIem, according to the calculus of -radiations,
reduces to the folIowing equation:
For gerieraI first-order systems: w-here z=:(g,jj, equation I
(~) reduca to
f
f~
F’(y, ~j dt=minimum (11)
-o
where F=xf(y) + Xl(y—y,)s+ k~~(z) + X3. The equation nec-
essary for the control system to satisfy equation (11) and
all the bountlary conditions becomes
‘Ullk equation should be followed b~- the control system
proper. In addition, a stabilit.>- device must. be. added to the
system, the idealized characteristics of which would make
~=0 ~heu y=y,.
The arbitrary multipliers x are then found by evaluating
the illtegral criterions involved in F. The tram~ient behavior
of the system derived is found by solving the diflerentiaI
equation (20). The degree of the minimum or the amount
sutfered w-hen any other controI sLystem is used -w-ase-raIuated
for the special cases considered. .1 summary of these clevel-
opments follow-s for a speciaI form of the F function, quad-
rat ir in ~, where
F (7J,j) -G (y) +jGl(y) +j’G2 (y) (44)
![
ControI-system equation. —l?or F in the form of equation
(-l-!), the coutrol-system equation (20) becomes
(2 (y)
“=G,(y) (52)
The function G1(y) does not. aflect the control system and I
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the control-system equation gi~-es an explicit. expression for
~ as a function of y.
Evacuation of integrals.-If an integral of a function
H(y,~) k any one of the criterions to be considered, it can be
evaluated m follows:
Thus the integrals can be evaluated without sol~ing the
differential equation (52).
Transient behavior, –-The clifferential equation (S2) can
be easily sol-red as follow-s:
(54)
Degree of minimum. -Equation (47) was cleri-red to prove
the absolute minimum for the special cases considered and
can be used to e-raIuate the degree of the minimum found.
Thus,
J dy“ G&/)[ti*(Y)–~(Y)12 m[’l’ H(y, j“)cw- [“ H(Y, ?w= ,0.0 .
(55)
~-hre~’ H(yj)dtis to be aminimumormaxi.rnum.
lf G~(u)>O for yo<y<g~, then an absolute minimum k
obtained; if G2(y)<O for yO<y<yJ, an absoIute maximum is
obtained. Equation (55) also indicates that the degree of
minimum (or w.a.ximum) -raries with the ma.guitude of GJy).
The j* in the denominator indicates that. for any deviation
Ij*–jl in ~, it is better to err on the side of a Iarger l~”!.
SUMIIARY OF RESULTS
.4 rationaI analytic method- for the design of automatic
control systems was derived. Criterions on the behavior of
the controlled system were de-reloped in the form of certain
time integrals. TVhen any of these arbitrary ‘out physically
realizable criterions were used as a starting point, those
actuations thzt the controI system must. foIIow were derived.
The criterions developed required the minimization of certain
time integra.k using the caIcuIus of variations. The method
gave not only a. clescription of the behavior of the wutrolled
system but ako those ph~sically realizable equations that the
control system can follow in order to realize this behavior. ‘
General results were shown for systems of second order and
of any number of de=mees of freedom.
LEWIS FLIGHT PROPLTLSION L~BOR.ITORY
N’ATION.lL .!DvrsoRY COMWTTEE for .iEROX.%CTICs
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APPENDIX ?
SECOND-ORDER SYSTEMS OF SEVERAL DEGREES OF FREEDOkl
It is beyond the scope of this report to cletaiI the cases of
higher-order systems and those having several independent
variables. The general equations for these cases will be
developed a.ncl it is expected that subsequent reports will
cover their applications in detail.
For the case of a second-order system with t~vo degrees of
freedom, equation (11) becomes
w-here y and z are independent functions of time. The
condition to satisfy equation (Al) is
The time duration of the integral of equation (Al) is that
beginning at, a definite the (t=()) but not ending at any
definite time but rather along some curves: Y=j~ (t),~=j,(t),
z=gl (t), and .4=gZ(t) (fig. 11). The functions @ and ~z are
arbitrary and independent functions of time.
‘&~-’M(”
o t t, o f,
I / z ‘g, (’t) / .2‘g, (t)
4 /“T-662 (t)/ 0.’* “ “//’ . %6t,z(t)
f t,
Jf,FIG URE Il.—Illustration of cumes for minimization of ‘qy,$i,j,z,i, z) lit.o
Performing the operation indicated by equation (A2)
gives
As before, the iutegrands of the integrals and the boundrwy-
condition terms must vanish separately. From the geometry
at the end c.ondit ion (t=tl, fig. 11),
Ay(t,)= ~l’(tl)–j( t,)]cw,
1
IM(t, )= [g;(t,)–z(t,)] &t,J
The three conditions from equation (.44) then beCOme
(A5)
“ (M)
.
The first, tlvo of equations (Au) we the differential equa-
tions that sat isf~- the original criterions of equalion (.%1).
The physical soIution to the problem is the pair of soIut ions
of these equa.t ions that satisfies the boundary-condition
equation of equations (M5). If the first of equations (A6)
is mdtip]ied by ~ and the second, by z and the equations are
added, an exact deri~-ative is formed, tl~e integral of ~vhich
is
F–tiFti+~ ~ (Fj)–f&’o-2Fi+4 ~ (FJ-zFY=C (A7)
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A study of the boundary-condition equation of equations
(.46) then shows that the ph:-sically reasonable boundary
ronclitions should be as follows:
If Fy # O or Fj #k’, t~e~ 6y(0)= O ancl jl’(tl)=O
If Fv# O, thL’11 &j(O)= O .md .~;(fl)=O
1
(As)
If F;# O and F; #K, then &(0)= Oand gl’(tl)= O
If FE#o, theu 6~(0)=0 and .gi(t, )= O
Then in equation (A?), C=O and the final solution to the
problem of equation (.A1) for the boundary conditions of
equations [M) is
The nleallins of the boundary-condition equations (A8)
is to define the original criterions for that cluration during
whirh the system moyes from one essential operating level
to another. Thus, if all conditions of equations (M) must
hold, the system goes from one delinite y, j, z, and 2 to any
other definite y, ~, z, and ;. The first ditlerential equation
of equations (.+9) wouId be of third order and the second or
third equations of (A9) would be of fourth order. If equa-
tions (.A9’I are integrated to obtain a pair of second-order
differential equations having three constants of iritegration,
the choice of these three constants can then determine a
desired end point, that is, the values of ~, z, and ~ at. some
final y.
The ph~rsical solution to the probIem, then, is the pair of
Sw-wn(l-or(ler clifferential equations tha~ are solutions of
equatiom (.i9 ) with the constants of inte<~ation eraIuated
so that the system goes through some desired end point.
This end point must be such as to allow- the possibfity of
stabiIity. Such an end point may be written as follows:
7j=0, z=z,, and 2=0 -when y=y$ (MO)
whichgives three conditions for the ewluation of the three
constants of integration. A stabiIity device must still be
added to the system so that, at the point when equations
(A1O) hold,
g=(l
and
I
(All)
~=o
Equations (A9) are s.ymrnetric in the variabIes y and z,
which indicates the nature of the extension for more incle-
pendent variabIes. Thus, if a third independent function
w exists, the oriatia.l criterion w-ouIclbe -w-ritteu
.
I
F(y, j,j,2,2,2: ~t, z~,i~>)df =mininlum (A12)
.
This condition is satisfied under bounclary conditions stiar
to equations (.*8), m-here tN-o additional conditions are added
on the -rariabIe w, and the following equations describe the
(A13)
The three equations of equations (A13) can then be integrated
to give three second-order clitlerentiaI equations where the
five constants of integration are e~aluated so that the system
goes through the desired value of ~, z, ~, w, u) for some f3naI
value of y.
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